2015학년도 전기 편입생 영어시험 문제지
(고사시간 : 11:00~12:00)
수험번호

지원학부(과)

지원학년

(1-5) Choose the word closest in meaning to the 7. The audience
part underlined.
speech.
1. He emerged from the trial with his reputation
intact.
① established

② enhanced

③ damaged

④ untouched

② fatal

③ unsightly

④ invigorating

② important

③ dreadful

④ painful

① mocked

② contented

③ disappointed

④ challenged

by

his

① concise

② praiseworthy

③ memorable

④ inspirational

rambling

① defiant

② deferential

③ submissive

④ indifferent

① limited

② moderate

③ measurable

④ abundant

10. The prime axiom of his philosophy was that
honesty is the best policy.

4. Anger is often caused by feeling let down by
others.

stunned

9. Where rainfall is sparse, scientists constantly seek
to increase water supplies.

3. Why look upon work as a dull duty? Interest
yourself in it!
① tedious

was

명

8. We should not be producing compliant students
who dare not criticize.

2. A stick can be deadly in the wrong hands.
① dreary

성

① main

② secondary

③ underlying

④ significant

(11-13) Choose the word or phrase that best fills the
5. To impart knowledge has two objects: skills and
blank.
wisdom.
① seek

② accumulate

③ convey

④ dismiss

11. The man _______
betrayed me.

I

believed

① how

② whom

③ whose

④ him

to

be

honest

(6-10) Choose the word OPPOSITE in meaning to
the part underlined.
12. Her victory is the first time a Korean has won
the gold medal, _______?
6. His reply did little to assuage my suspicions.
① hasn’t she
② isn’t she
① lessen
② moderate
③ hasn’t it
④ isn’t it
③ disprove

④ heighten
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13. _______ cigarettes cause cancer
proven in study after study.

지원학년

has

성

명

been 19. Though citizens despised the old regime, they
_______ the new one even more.

① While

② There are

① upheld

② endorsed

③ The

④ That

③ stratified

④ disliked

20. Country life is healthier. _______, country folks
are simpler and more honest than city dwellers.

(14-16) Choose the incorrect underlined part.
14. The
①company
④problem.

②is

③facing

various

① Given that

② Even so

③ Moreover

④ Afterwards

(21~40) Read the passage and answer the
corresponding questions.
15. A pedestrian who ①had been hit by a
②speeding taxi was lying in the street. The
taxi driver, not ③realized what had happened,
(21-22)
④continued on.
Traditionally, the test of a great power was its
16. Motherhood causes some women ①to quit
their jobs. However, others continue ②working
despite ③to have young children ④to raise.

strength in war. Today, _______, military force is
losing emphasis. Technology, education, and economic
strength have growing significance, while geography,
population, and raw materials decrease in importance.

(17-20) Choose the word or phrase that best fills 21. What is the main topic of the passage?
the blank.
① the fall of superpowers
17. A race car driver needs good _______ vision to
see other cars driving alongside without
turning his or her head.
① near-sighted

② peripheral

③ chromatic

④ nocturnal

② proscribe

③ obscure

④ forbid

③ wartime displays of power
④ the changing meaning of power

22. What best fills the blank?

18. Occupations _______ gender differences among
workers in a variety of ways. Thus, men and
women in the same professions often perform
different functions.
① foster

② military power’s importance

① furthermore

② however

③ in addition

④ therefore
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27. What is the main topic of the passage?

(23-26)
Bamboo makes up the most useful subfamily of the

Tourism has devastated fragile ecosystems like the

Grass Family. In fact, bamboo is the most useful

Alps and Himalayas. Worldwide, it poses a serious

plant known. The Japanese alone have more than

threat to coastal habitats, while fueling a booming and

1,500 uses for it! Green, woody, jointed bamboo

usually illegal trade in the products of threatened

poles form large colonies called brakes. Grass-like

wildlife. Besides, consumers inevitably bring their

leaves grow from jointed branches all along the

habits and expectations with them — whether it’s hot

trunk. Bamboo grows faster than any other known

showers and flush toilets or well-watered greens for

plant, as much as an inch every 40 minutes!

golfers.

Despite this ability, pressures to use land for other

① tourism’s emergence

purposes have decreased the number of bamboo
plantations. This does not bode well for the food,
building materials, fuel, and paper industries which

② tourism’s pros and cons
③ tourism’s compulsion
④ tourism’s repercussions

count heavily on this resource.
(28-29)

23. Which is not true of bamboo?
① It belongs to the Grass Family.

At twenty-five, Melville’s experiences had already

② It is used by Japanese people alone.

supplied the raw materials for his books. As a

③ Its poles form large clusters.

seaman, he had served aboard the trader St. Laurence,

④ It grows leaves along its trunk.

the whaler Acushnet, the Australian bark Lucy Ann,
and the frigate United States. He had undergone “an
indulgent captivity” of some four weeks with a

24. How rapidly can bamboo grow?

cannibal tribe in the Marquesas. His adventures,

① 40 inches every minute

preceded by an aimless, sketchy education, were

② in 40 minutes to its fullest

followed by travel in Europe and the Holy Land.

③ the fastest of all known plants

These events were enough to produce not only Moby

④ beyond an inch per 40 minutes

Dick but almost a score of other works.

25. Why has the number of bamboo plantations 28. What is the main idea of the passage?
declined?
① Melville was a versatile man.
① other land uses
② natural pressures
② Melville once lived aimlessly.
③ declining demand
④ plantation job losses
③ Melville’s experiences influenced his books.
④ Melville wrote his masterpiece at twenty-five.
26. What does the writer suggest will be the
result of fewer bamboo plantations?
① Food shortages will occur.
② Bamboo-reliant enterprises will be impacted.
③ Construction will damage plantations.
④ Bamboo will be a less important resource.

29. Which of the following did Melville do first?
① work aboard several ships
② experience captivity by cannibals
③ receive a poor education
④ travel in Europe
(5쪽 중 3쪽)
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33. What best fills the blank?

(30-32)
A family’s house burned down. The drunken father

Linguistic

fell

and

According to estimates made by the Summer Institute

accidentally started a fire. With the place still

of Linguistics, which campaigns for the preservation

ablaze, the man took off, abandoning his wife and

of the least-known tongues, only three percent of the

children. (a)The local people sheltered the family,

world’s 6,000 languages are used in Europe, whereas

and then rebuilt (b)their house. The township was

half are spoken in the Asia-Pacific region, with the

poor. Yet no one thought to call the government.

top prize going to New Guinea, home to one sixth of

(c)These were neighbors in a fix, so you helped

the world’s languages.

(d)them, just like you would harvest corn for an

① highly exploited

asleep

on

the

sofa

while

smoking

ailing farmer, pull a child from a river, or embrace
a tearful friend.

heritage

is

very

________________.

② roughly documented
③ unevenly distributed
④ strictly inherited

30. Which is not true about the family?
① The father did not mean to start the fire.
② The father deserted his offspring.
③ The family was provided a residence.

34. Which is not true about the wood dove?

④ The family gained official support.

In

1950,

an

attempt

was

made

to

reduce

the

Appalachian potato moth population. A laboratory
31. Which of the following refers to people not in
the family?

tested the wood dove, a natural predator of the
moth’s larvae. Taken to the field, the introduction of

① (a)

② (b)

a new species, the wood dove, to the established

③ (c)

④ (d)

ecosystem had good results.
① It was tested in a lab.

32. What is the main theme of the passage?

② It preys on Appalachian potato moth larvae.

① the good old days

③ It was introduced straight into the field.

② the need for welfare

④ It cut the number of Appalachian potato moths.

③ the dangers of smoking
④ the importance of community
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35. What best fills the blank?

성

명

(38-40)

The specific responsibilities one assumes with a job

Fountains. (a)I doubt if I ever saw one, even the

—whether

smallest,

it’s

taking

out

the

household

trash,

without

some

tingling

of

delight.

They

cleaning up a restaurant coffee spill, or launching a

enchant me by day, when sunlight ennobles their jets

spacecraft—certainly affect the strength of one’s

and sprays, and turns scattered drops into diamonds.

obligations. But they don’t _______ them. What is

They captivate me at night, when colored lights make

not in our job descriptions may be precisely what

emeralds, rubies and sapphires rain. Best of all is

we ought to do.

when the colors disappear, leaving just dazzling white

① distract

② exhaust

③ augment

④ underscore

glory!

38. What aspect of fountains does the passage
mainly address?

(36-37)
One of the most famous dreams in history was that
of a German scientist, Professor Kekule. (a) He had

① components

② design

③ beauty

④ utility

been working on a difficult physics problem. (b) He
had studied and analyzed it from every angle for

39. What is the best meaning of (a)?

days, but no answer appeared. (c) When he awoke,

① Fountains have always pleased me.

he realized he knew the answer. (d) He had solved

② Never have I seen a more fascinating fountain.

the problem in his dream.

③ Large fountains have attracted me the most.

36. Find the best location for this sentence.

④ Nobody has ever seen such a delightful
fountain.

Then one night he went to bed and dreamed.
① (a)

② (b)

③ (c)

④ (d)

40. What do diamonds, emeralds,
sapphires mean in context?
① water

② jewelry

③ fountains

④ valuables

rubies

and

37. What is the best title for the passage?
① A Famous Dream
② The Greatest Scientist
③ The History of Physics
④ An Unsolved History
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